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" I'll go and say you're here."
The orderly was back in a few moments and ushered Quinette into a little office where there were two men: one, sitting down, whom the bookbinder did not know; and another, standing up, who was the inspector whom he had met that morning. The two men were studying a score or so of little photographs, spread out on the table like a pack of cards, in the circle of light cast downwards by a green cardboard shade.
As Quinette came in, the man who was sitting down assembled the photographs into a pack.
<c Good evening, monsieur," said the inspector. " I have got together from all directions a certain number of photographs which resemble as closely as possible the description that you gave us. It hasn't been very easy. Sit down here. I want you to look at them one by one, carefully. Don't get excited. For that matter, you don't look like a man who does get excited. If you recognise your man definitely, that's an end of it. But you may find that you are not sure* Most of these photos are fairly good, but many of them are not recent. The man may have changed. Another thing that may happen is that you may have the impression that none of these heads here is your man, but that two or three are pretty close to his type, bordering upon it, so to speak. That in itself would help us. Well, let's get started."
" He's just pointed out to me," Quinette said to himself, ** three ways in which I can get out of this. But the essential thing, above all, is that I should see clearly, right in front of my nose, the imaginary face which I described to them. For the moment I can't see anything but the lines on paper in which I described it. Folded up in my pocket. Unfortunately that's not quite the same thing."
He took the pack of photos which was handed to him. If he wanted contact with the police, he certainly had it now. This was something to make the heart of a neophyte beat faster. Before making a start he concentrated more intensely. He tried to fit the bits of a face which he had

